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Joetsu Basin is one of the areas where gas hydrate studies have been conducted intensively in the world. Previous studies
conducted in Joetsu Basin (Matsumoto et al., 2009; Saeki et al., 2009) indicated that seismic velocity of sediment above bottom-
simulating reflectors (BSRs) is lower than sound velocity of seawater (ca. 1500 m/s). These studies suggested that such low
velocity of sediment could be explained by an existence of gas in the sediment. To investigate an existence of gas in sediment
above BSRs in Joetsu Basin, we estimated interval velocity of sediment above BSRs from heat flow and BSR depth data in this
basin.

We measured heat flows at seven stations in Joetsu Basin in June 2010 during the MD179 Japan Sea Gas Hydrates cruise. The
measured heat flows ranged from 84 to 90 mW/m2. Because of discrete heat flow data, we calculated a 2D-steady state thermal
structure model along a 2D seismic profile from the heat flow data and the borehole physical properties data in the basin, and
then calculated heat flow distribution at the seafloor of the model. The heat flow calculated from the thermal structure model
well explains the heat flows measured at the seafloor. We also calculated heat flows from BSR depths (hereafter called ”BSR-
derived heat flows”). The estimated BSR-derived heat flows are significantly lower than heat flows at the seafloor predicted from
the thermal structure model. We estimated interval velocity of sediment above BSRs by matching BSR-derived heat flows to
heat flows at the seafloor predicted from the thermal structure. The estimated interval velocity ranged from 1100 to 1600 m/s.
Sediment interval velocity that is lower than sound velocity of seawater could be explained by an existence of gas in the sediment,
supporting the results of Matsumoto et al. (2009) and Saeki et al. (2009). The survival of gas above BSR is explained by water
depletion as a consequence of formation of gas hydrate and strong capillary forces of the muddy sediment under an environment
of high-methane flux, as speculated by Clennell et al. (1999).
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